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Understanding the virality 
through network analysis 



Dataset

Total of 65,533 tweets related to “Kolaveri Di” from  
November 23, 2011 to February 26, 2012



Data Cleaning



1. Understanding the Data

Author_from (the person who tweets)

Author_to (mentioned by Author_from)

Tweets without mentions



1. Understanding the Data

Retweet
RT is followed by a mention (author_to)

People can tag @YouTube to indicate  
that they watched the video via YouTube



2. Data for Network Analysis

1. Each follower and followee will become the “node (or 
vertex)” for the graph. 
!
2. However, @YouTube is to be removed from the list of the 
nodes,  because YouTube is tagged if the Twitter users share 
the video links on their tweets. 

• Thus, @YouTube has no direct relation with/among the users 
!

3. Company intermediaries (such as @sonymusic or 
@mtvindia) should be included in the nodes because they 
have direct relation with their followers.

Preparation



3. Steps in Cleaning the Data

1. Only the tweets with the mentions are included in the 
network analysis.  

• This is due to the fact that tweets without “@” has no direct 
relations with other users. 

!
2. The username/s of “author_to” are extracted from the 
“author_from”’s tweet contents. 
!
3. All the “author_to”s are combined into one list 
!
4. Duplicates are removed. Now we have a clean list of 
“author_from” and “author_to”



4. Results

Author_from Author_to

(partial) clean list of “author_from” and “author_to”



Assumptions
Two Case Scenarios



How to Define “Interactivity”?

A B C
tweets to tweets to

Scenario 1: Include all the nodes that has directional relationships 

Vertex 1 Vertex 2

A B

B C

3 vertices, 2 edges



How to Define “Interactivity”?

A B
tweets to

tweets to

Scenario 2: Include the nodes that have interactions with one another.

There is an interaction for both nodes A and B. 
But there is no interaction for node C because C does not mention anyone to 
continue the network. Thus, C is not included in the vertices of the network.

Vertex 1 Vertex 2

A B

B A

B C

C
tweets to

Not Included!

3 vertices, 2 edges



Pros and Cons of the Scenarios
Scenario 1

Pros Cons

The graph 
becomes more 

extensive. We’re 
including all 

twitter users who 
forms both 

interactive and 
one-directional 
relationships.

The number of 
vertices: 14012 

!
The number of 
unique edges: 

16477  
!

Too many nodes, 
the graph 

becomes too 
cramped!

Scenario 2

Pros Cons

The number of 
edges reduce to 

2167, which gives 
us a simpler and 

easily 
understandable 

graph.

We’re removing 
the whole chunk of 
data on “how many 

people was this 
user X able to 

reach out to?” just 
because the 

mentioned users 
did not 

reciprocate.



Moving Forward..



1. Coming up with a graph

We’re using 2 programs to come up with a network graph: 
!
1. NodeXL: an add-on for Excel 

• Not extensive into quantitative metrics  
• More suitable for small number of nodes 

!
2. R: a statistical program 

• More extensive analysis on the quantitative metrics 
• Requires coding!



2. Defining the Influencers

1. Reach: the ability to reach out to an audience 
 Popularity, proximity, goodwill 
!
2. Resonance: level of engagement with the audience 
 Frequency, period, amplitude 
!
3. Relevance: relevant content, relevant to the topic 
 Authority, trust, affinity 
!
* other factors like Klout score or Kled score…

Marketing Perspective

Source: Smitha, N. (2014). How to Define, Identify and Engage Social Media Influencers For Your Brand. Simply Measured. Retrieved 
13 September, 2014 from http://thenextweb.com/socialmedia/2014/06/19/identify-build-retain-social-media-influencers/

http://thenextweb.com/socialmedia/2014/06/19/identify-build-retain-social-media-influencers/


2. Defining the Influencers
Analytics Perspective

Measures of Centrality:  
Higher centrality means, higher involvement in many relations, regardless of 

send/receive directionality  
(shows volume of activity)

1. Degree Centrality 2. Betweenness Centrality 3. Closeness Centrality 

Higher degree means  
higher number of 

contacts with other nodes 

A central node occupies 
a “between” or 

intermediary position 
that connects many other 
nodes; can be the centre 

of information flow 

Higher closeness shows 
that the node is close to 
many others can quickly 

interact and 
communicate with them 
without going through 
many intermediaries

Source: Wasserman and Faust (1994). Centrality and Prestige.



3. Identifying the Influencers

We’ll be identifying the top 10 influencers in the virality of 
Kolaveri Di video, based on the factors mentioned in the 
previous slides.


